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Pre and post-visit activities for 
Electrify and Energize Field Trip Package 

An energy lesson for grades 3-8 

Learning Goals (for field trip and pre/post-activities) 
 Students will define energy. 

 Students will identify at least four (4) different types of energy. 

 Students will learn how energy is not created nor destroyed, but simply changed. 

 Students will learn how potential, kinetic, and chemical energy is transformed into electricity. 

 Students will discover real-life applications and problems with the electrical grid and electricity 

production process. 

Pre-visit Activities 
Before bringing students to the Science Center you may want to try some of the following activities in 

order to activate prior knowledge and prepare them for their field trip. (Grades 3 to 8) Lessons should 

be adjusted for grade level. 

1. Exploring Energy Flow and Transformations 

a. Prior to lesson, identify some objects in your classroom that transform energy into 

different forms. Examples could include: light bulbs, overhead projectors, computers, 

fans, plants, class pets, lighters, candles, etc. Label selected objects with numbers to 

represent “stations.” 

b. Divide students into pairs or small groups and have groups rotate through the stations. 

Give students a few minutes to draw a simple diagram explaining the type of energy 

that goes into the object (input) and the type of energy that comes out (output) of the 

object. Student diagrams should look something like this. 

i. (input energy form) -> (object/machine) -> (output energy forms)  

c. After students visit each station, have groups share their results and list their energy 

transformations. After the list has been generated, ask students if they notice any 

patterns. Students may notice that heat is an energy output in many situations. 

2. Using Candles to explore Energy and Mass 

a. Materials needed – a “good-quality” candle (tea light-size or bigger), a digital scale 

sensitive to 0.1 or 0.01 grams, matches or a lighter. A small, flat container to hold 

melting wax may be necessary depending on the type of candle used. 

b. Turn on the scale and zero it out. Place the unlit candle on the scale. Have students 

record the starting mass. Remove the candle from the scale. Light the candle and allow 

the candle to burn for at least ten minutes. During this time, the instructor can lecture 

on relevant topics or answer questions. Students should discuss and record what they 
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predict will happen to the mass of the candle. Ask students to include the reasoning 

behind their predictions. 

c. After the specified amount of time has elapsed, blow out the candle and quickly place 

the candle back on the scale. Be sure that all melted wax is accounted for and placed on 

the scale as well. For this purpose, a jarred candle or burning the candle on a watch 

glass may be preferable to a bare candle. Record the mass of the candle again. Does the 

second reading support or disagree with students’ predictions? Depending on the size of 

the candle and the length of time it burns, the mass should decrease as portions of the 

wick and wax burn away into the air. Discuss with students their hypotheses for what 

happened to the mass and why. Additional readings may be taken over a longer period 

of time if needed in order to establish a pattern. 

d. If enough materials are present, this experiment can be done in small groups in a lab 

setting. 

Post-visit Activities 
You can extend your visit to the Science Center back in the classroom with the following post-visit 

activities. (Grades 3 to 8) Lessons should be adjusted for grade level. 

1. Designing and building a solar oven. 

a. Guide students in creating a container that allows in light but traps heat, thus 

serving as an electricity-free oven. 

b. Suggested materials – graph paper, pencils, scissors, aluminum foil, plastic 

wrap, black paint, cardboard boxes (pizza or shoe work well), black 

construction paper, clear plastic bags, small mirrors, thermometers, paint 

brushes, large rubber bands, paper clips, glue, duct tape, electrical tape, 

marshmallows, graham crackers, chocolate. 

c. Break students into small groups. Instruct groups to design a solar oven and 

draw a front, top & side view of their creation on some graph paper. 

i. A simple working design consists of a box with a large hole cut in the 

top. Plastic wrap is then stretched over this hole to allow in light but 

not allow heat to escape. The interior of the box can be coated in 

aluminum foil, mirrors or black paint in order to increase the amount 

of light and heat contained in the box. 

d. Once initial designs are finished, allow students to choose from the provided 

materials and give them ample time to build/refine their designs. Students 

can also bring their own materials from home. 

e. When students are ready to test the efficiency of their designs, place 

completed ovens outside in direct sunlight. 

i. Students can test their ovens by assembling and placing “s’mores” in 

their ovens. Students can monitor the cooking process by measuring 

the temperature both outside and inside the ovens. How long does it 

take to cook the s’mores? What design elements produced the best 

results? Ask the students what they would change about their designs. 

2. Building energy transfer machines 

a. Suggested materials – Pencils, paper (graph preferred), rulers, and other 

building materials as needed/desired. 
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i. Building materials can be as simple as recyclables or as complex as 

solar cells. Students can be asked to bring in materials from home. 

b. Students will be divided into small groups and asked to design a machine that 

transforms one form of energy into another. Have students make a drawing 

on graph paper of their design. Depending on student level and 

space/time/material limitations, machines can be as simple or as complicated 

as desired. 

c. After the design process, students should be given time to build their 

machines using the supplied materials. Instructor should offer suggestions, 

answer questions and troubleshoot problems during this time. 

d. When all machines are finished, groups may be asked to present their 

machines to the rest of the class and demonstrate the energy transformations 

that take place in their machine. This can serve as assessment of student 

learning. 

Standards Addressed (NGSS) 
NGSS 4-PS3-2, 4-PS3-4, 4-ESS3-1  

Resources 
Electrical Energy Transfers 

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/science/energy_electricity_forces/energy_transfer_storage/

revision/1/  

Energy Resources and Transfers 

 http://energyquest.ca.gov/movieroom/index.html  

 http://www.ase.org.uk/resources/scitutors/subject-knowledge/k45-energy-resources-and-

energy-transfer/  

 http://www.energy.gov/  

 http://www.solarschools.net/resources/stuff/different_forms_of_energy.aspx  

 http://www.fplsafetyworld.com/?ver=kkblue&utilid=fplforkids&id=16168  

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/science/energy_electricity_forces/energy_transfer_storage/

revision/1/\  

Solar 

 http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/ate10.sci.phys.energy.solarcell/inside-a-solar-cell/  

The Grid 

 http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/green-science/living-off-the-grid.htm  
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/science/energy_electricity_forces/energy_transfer_storage/revision/1/
http://energyquest.ca.gov/movieroom/index.html
http://www.ase.org.uk/resources/scitutors/subject-knowledge/k45-energy-resources-and-energy-transfer/
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